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E/PC/T/PV/5THE CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentleman, the meeting is open, The first item

of our agenda is the President's Report on Credentials. I have myself examined,

with the help of the Vice-President, Mr Augenthlor, and Mr Renouf, of the

Legal Department of the Secretariat, and found. the credentials to be in proper

and right form. This question is dealt with in Document 8. We can now pass

to the second item.

The second itemis the adoptionby the Committee of the Resolution

submitted by the United States Delegation aiming at the convmcation of a

meeting which would negotiatemultilareral commercial agreements concerning

mostly tariff concessions. The relevant documentt, which you have in front of

you, bears the referenceE/PC/T/27. Are there any remarks to be made

concerning this Resolution? . . . The Resolution is adopted.

The third item of the agends isthe adoption ofthree Resolutions. The

first of them concerns the Report of the firstmeetingofthe Preparatory

Committee. (Document E/PC/T/28). The second Resolution concerns the

appointment of a Drafting Committee. (Document E/PC/T/29.)
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The third concerns the second session of the Preparatory Committee, E/PC/T/25.

Are there any remarks concerning these resolutions? They are adopted.

The fourth item on the Agenda is the adoption of the resolutions and

the reports of the different Committees. Committee I was presided over by

Mr Wunsz King, Chinese Ambassador to Belgium,and I ask him to present the report

of his Committee.

MR WUNSZ KING (China): Mr Chairman, before formally presenting the Report of

Committee I, I would like to call your attention to a typographical crror in

document E/PC/T.16, on page 12, seven lines front the bottom, in regard to the

draft resolution on international action relating to employment. The words, "The
Preparatory Committee of" should be deleted. They wereallowed to creep into the

paper quite inadvertently. It is a pure typographical error. Having cleared up

this point, I have the honour to present to you and to the Plenary Session of

the Comittee this Report of Committee I, to which is appended the text of the

suggested Chapter on Employment, containingseven articles. At the same time,

you will seethat there is also included in the report a draft reslution on

international action relating to employment. These texts and the report itself

have been unanimously approved by Committee I. I therefore venture to submit this

document to you for your consideration andadoption.

THECHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): I wish to thank Mr wunsz King, and I should like to

ask if the Committeewill approve the report of Cormittee I. The report is

approved. I call upon the Chairman of Committee II, Dr Coombs, to present his

report.

DR COOMBS (Australia): Mr Chairman, I understand that the Report of Committee II,

which is embodied in E/PC/T/30 has been circulated. I have the honour to present

it for the consideration of the Committee,

THE CHAIRMAN interpretationn): Everybody has been able to become acquainted with

that document. Are there any remarks? Is everybody agreed to adopt it? It is

approved. In the absence of Mr Malik, the Chairman of the Mixed Committee,

composed of Committees I and Il, I call upon the Vice-Chairman of that Mixed

Committee, Dr.Coombs, to present the report.

DR COOMBS (Australia): Mr Chairman, I understand that the report of the Joint

Committee on Industrial Development has been circulated to the Committee. On
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behalf of Mr Malik, the Chairman of the Joint Committee, I have the honour to

present the report for the consideration of the Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN(interpretation): I take it there are no remarks to be made concerning

this document. Therefore, it is adopted.

In the absence of Mr Dieterlin, the Chairman of Committee III, I call

union Mr Gonzalez, the Vice-Chairman of that Committee, askhim to present

the report of that Committee.

MR GONZALEZ (Chile) (interpretation): Mlr Chairman, I have the honour to present

the report of our Committee which has been circulated, and I hope that it will be

approved.

THE CHAIRMAN (interpretation): everybody has become acquainted with this report. I

take it there are no remarks. Therefore, it is adopted.

I now call on Mr Helmore Chairman of Committe 4, to present that

Committee's Report.

MR HELMORE (UK): Mr Chairman, I have the honour to present the report of Committee IV,

which was appointed to consider the policy of intergovernmental commodity arrange-

ments. I should like to call the attention of the Committee to the fact that

we included in our Report a draft resolution, to which I understand we shall

return in a fow minuts.

THECHAIRMAN (interpretation): Are there any remarks concerning the Report of

Committee IV? It is approved.

In the absence of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of Committee V,

I call upon the Executive Secretary, Mr Wyndham White, asking him to present the

report of that Committee.

THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY (Mr Wyndham White): Mr Chairman, in the absence of the

presiding officers of Committee V, it falls to me to have the honour to present

to the Plenary Session the Report of Committee Vwhich has been circulated as

document E/PC//T/18.

THE CHAIRMAN (interpretation): Are there any remarks? This Report is therefore

adopted.

Now we havea resolution to consider. This concerns Industrial

Development, and will be proposed by the Chairman of the Joint Committee of

Committees I and II. This document bears the number E/PC/T/26. Dr. Coombs is
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called upon to present this resolution.

DR COOMBS (Australia): Mr Chairman, I understand that the terms of the resolution

are before the Committee. I have much pleasure in moving its adoption.

THE CHAIRMAN (interpretation): Are there any remarks? The resolution is adopted.

We have to examine now the Note from the Secretariat concerning a

resolution "relating to intergoveramental consultation and action on commodity

problems prior to the establishment of the International Trade Organization."

This resolution will be presented by the Chairman of Committee IV, Mr Helmore,

together with am amendment suggested by the United States delegation.

MR. HELMORE (UK): Mr Chairman, I have the honour to present the resolution which

was sent forward by my Committee in its report. The relevant passage in the

report which refers to this resolution will be found by delegates in paragraph

of document E/PC/T/17.

THE CHAIRMAN (interpretation): The United States delegate might wish to speak on

his amendment.

MR WILCOX(USA ): Mr Chairman, I propose the amendment to this resolution which is

set forth on page 3 of docment 24. The resolution as originally proposed by

the Committee requests the Executive Secretory of the Preparatory Committee

to Keep in touch with such consultation with respect to intergovernmental

commodity arrangements. The only change that is made in this resolution is

to request the Secretary Gemeralof the United Nations to appoint an Interim

Co-ordinating Committee for Intergovernmental Commodity Arrangements; to perform

this function with the Executive Secretary of this Committee as Chairman, and

a representative from the Food and Agriculture Organization to be concerned

with agricultural primary commodities, and a person to be selected at the

discretion of the Secretary-General to be concernedwith non-agricultural

primary commodities. An identical resolution is being presented by my Governmen

at the session of the Food and agriculture Oranizationts Commission which is

now meeting in Washington.

THE CHAIRMAN (interpretation): Is everybody acquainted with the text of this note?

THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY: Mr Chirman, as representing the Economic Department of

the United Niations and, in that capacity, the Secretary-General I morely wish

to enter a slight reservation on the form, without insisting that from the point
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of viewof the Secretary- General amodification in the form of this resolution

is necessary. I would merely wish to have it noted that I feel that this

resolution should be interpreted in such a way as to enable the Secretary-

General to carry out the spirit or the objective of the resolution in such

manner as he may deem the most appropriate constitutionally. I think that there

is an argument for saying that action of this kind resides more properly in the

Economic and Social Council itself on the motion of this Committee rather than by

executive action taken by the Secretary-General on the motion of this Committee;

but, as I say, I do not think that that need involve any amendment in the terms of

the resolution. I merely makethat statement as an indication of an interprotation

of the resolution that may be necessary in carrying it out.

WILCOX (USA): Mr Chairman, that interpretation is entirely acceptable.

THE CHAIRMAN (interpretation): In view of those remarks, I take it there are no

observations. The document is therefore adopted.

fols. 6.
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THE CHAIRMAN(Translation): The Committee of which Ihave thehonour to be Chairman,
is on the point of finishing its first session.

I will recall that it cwes its origin to a resolution of the Economic and

Social Council of the United Nations of 18 February, 1946, which decided to call

an International Cenference on Trade and Employment for the purposeof promoting 1

expansion of production, exchange and consumption on goods and, in preparation
for this Conference, "to constitute a Preoaratory Committeee toclaborate an

annotated Draft Agenda, including a Draft Convention, for consideration by the

Conferance".

This PreparatoryCommittee brought together the delegations of eighteen

countries, which were selected in such a way as to represent the various groups
incerests participating in worldtrade. Thegovernment ofthe USSR wasunable to

be represented at this session, but we allhope that it will senda delegation to

the next session.

It is only fair to say that if the decision of the Economic and Social

Council gave official sanction to the creation of our Committee, it owes its

existence primarily to thecontinuous and effective action of theUnited States

and British Governments who,in November, 1945, as an annex to thefinancial

agreement which theyconcluded with each other, proposed a number of principles

for collective action to afford to International Tradethe security which it

requires and to assure its development. After showing that trade, production,

employment and consumption could not increase unless there were agreement on the

principles governing trade, this document proposed firstly the elaboration of a

Charter layingdown these principles, and secondly, the setting upof a special

rganisation, called inadvancethe ITO which would enable nations to co-ordinate

their policy and which, further, would be responsible for superising the working

of the Charter and cnsuring that its rules were respected.

The United, States Government went further and claborated a concrete Draft

Charterwhich was submitted to the various governments.

After proceeding togeneral exchangeof views, the ProparatoryCommittee

decided to take this draft as a basis for discussion. Our workwas considerably
enough

facilitated by this and it is impossible to thank the American Government/for the

effective assistance it rendered us on this occasion.

7.
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The Preparatory Committeeworked without interruption from the 15 October

onwards. After dividing into Committees according to thegeneral items of itsagenda, it held on allproblemssubmittedtoit far-reaching discussion which
revealed both the highquality of the experts sent by the various as and a

desirefor sincre and open collaboration. The Committee -and this isworth

emphasising - did not work in asealed chamber. It obtained all the collaboration

which second necessary to it anddid not fail to makecontact bothwith the

spocialised inter-governmental institutions, particularly the International

Monetary Fund, and with a certain number of extra-governmental Organisations such

as the WorldPoderation of Trade Unions and the InternationalChamber of Commerce.

qcan only congratualte ourselves on our relations with these organisations.

Thanks to these efforts, this godwilland this collaboration, theCommittee,

after sixweeks, has succceded in drawing up certain number of concrete proposals

and recommendations which I shallhave the honourof summarising for you,

following the order of the Committees.

Thc object of the first Committee was to consider problems of employment.

That wasanobject of major imprtance as employment appears in the title of the

Conference, on the same footing as Internations Trade.

The Chapter of the suggested Charterdealingwith thisproblem has been

considerably developed.

It has been unanimously agreedthat States shouldundertake concerted action

for the attaimentand maintenance of full productiveemployment of theirlabour

and of a highandstable levelof effective demand intheir territory. It has also
been unanimously agreed that this action should not be left to the discretion of

the various governments but should be madethe object of procise undertakings,

for certain countries might experience difficulties in assuringthe obligations in

the sphere of trade provided forby the Charterif other countries were not bound

by the obligation to do all in their power tomaintain a high and stable level of

effective demand. But there is a risk of individual action on the part of the

various states not being sufficient. The specialised international institutions

can, each withintheframework of its respective duties,make a direct contribution

tothe maintenance of the volumes of employment and the stability of demand in the

world. Therefore, provision must be made for an international Body under whose

8.
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sponsorship thevarious national governmentsand specialised international

institutions can collaboorate in co-ordinated action to maintain the volume of

employment. The Bodywhich seems most suitable for this task is the Economic

and Social Council of the United Nations. A draft resolution in this sense is

annexed to the Reportof the Committee.

Particular attention has been devoted to the problemof the industrialisatic

and general economic development of newcountries. By reason oftherepercussions

it may have onworld economy and international trade, the Committee consideredit

necessary to have this problem considered by a SpecialCommitteeandto insert a

new Chapter on this subject inthe Draft Charter.

It has beenunanimously agreed that the development of economic resources

in all parts of the world willimproveopportunitions for employment, enhance

the productivity of labour, increase thedemand for goods and services, contribute

to economic stability, expand international trade, and raisethe levels of real

income, thus strongthening the ties of international understandingand accord".

It has been unanimoussly agreed that this general economicdevelopment should

be achieved, not only through individualaction on the each state, but

through the collaboration of all states. Far fromopposing thealvancemcntof

countries whose resourcesare still in an carly stage of development, as might

suggest a short-term policy, the more advanced states should not prevent them

from acquiring capital, raw materials,plant,mddern technical means,

specialised personnel and competent technicians. For their part those states

should not take any measure projudicial to the interests of the states assisting

them. Collaboration of the sameorderis necessary to facilitate the recovery

of countries whose economics have seriously suffered from thewar. Apart from

this general assistance, special protective measures, which may not conform to

certain obligations of the Charter will doubtless have to be contemplated to

facilitate, in agreement with the ITO, the establishment or recoveryof certain

industries. The Committee decided to continue consideration of this important

problem with the assistance and in conformity with opinions of the Economic and

Social Council.

Committee II which dea;t with Commercial and Customs policy was certainly

facedwith the most difficult task, by reasonof the varicty, number and
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complexity of the problemslaidbefore it. It was a question of layingdownfor,

all points ordinarily appearing in trade agreements or which are essential for the

exchange of goods abodyof equitable ruleswhich wouldbecome lawin these

matters. The text of the draft provideda veryusefulbasisfordiscussion in

this connection. The draftingwas revisedat numerouspoints. In many cases the

proposedmodifications are of a technical nature and do notalter the spirit of the

Charter. Certain other modifications areof wider import. Ihaveespecially in

mind the new draft proposed for quantitative restrictions whichauthorises a

wider use of these practices, especiallyif it a question of correcting a

disequilibrium inthe balance of payments, the modification madeto take account

of the recommendations of the Joint Committee on Industrial Development.

I also draw attention to thegreat importance of Article 18 by which

governments agree to opennegotiations so as to succed, by mutual concessions

in reducing customs tariffs and in suppressing discriminatorytreatment. Should

any state not abideby this agreement it might be deprived ofthe benefit of

mutual concessions amongother states.According to thenew wording of

this Article, the consolidation of customstariffseffected by nations whosetariff

is low will/consideredas equalto thereduction of a high customstariff or to the

climination of apreference. In this connection, the Committee has studied a

momorandum outlining the plan of thesefuture negotiations andthe procedure to

be followed in this report.

In this wide sphere, agreement wasreached onthe must important points .

Discussionof others must be continued.

Committee III dealt with Restridrive Trade Practices. By thistermismeant,

generally speaking, the operationof individual enterprises or groups of enter-

prises acting jointly, whichby fixing prices, limitingthevolumeof production

and distributing commodities, curb competition, restrict access to markets or

promotecontrols of a monopolistic nature.

There were differences of opinion with respect tothemannerin whichthese

practices were to be judged and the moment from which they might be considered

injurious to trade, but the delegationsunanimously agreed that insofar as the

practices were contrary tothegeneral purposes of the Charter they should be

avoided. Since it is impossible to determine precisoly andin advance which
10.
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practicesare responsible,the committee decided thatthe ITO shouldbe

empwered to hear complaints andto initiate inquirics. Shoulditappear,

following an inquiry, that thecomplaintis justified, the ITO will submit

its findings to allthememberstates asking them totake actionsoasto prevent

the continu action orthe recurrence of indictablerectices,and should it doom it

advisableit will recommend appropriatemeasures. Each memberstate, obviously,

will act in accordance with its ownlegislation and procedure. The ITO on the

other handwill pursue consideration of this matter and, should the need arise,

it will call inter-governmental Conferences to deal with it.

11.
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Committee IV was instructed to consider and define a general

policy relating t primary commodities in connection with the

purposes of the ITO. This work was carried out mainly with the

co-operation of the Food and Agriculture Organisation.

It was unanimously admitted that greater stability of

the price of raw materials and of the real lncome would greatly

help to maintain a satisfactory levelof international trade and

employment, Hence the Committee recommends the establishment of

Study Groups wherever difficulties might arise or might threaten

with respect to the marketing of a primary commodity. Should

normal means not right the situation, inter-governmental agreements

governing exports, airports, production or prices, based on the

findings of a Conference which would have considered every aspect

of the problem, might be reached under the auspices of the:ITO.

The rules to be fellowed are set out at length in the Report of

the Committee and in the attached documents.

The Committee has reached full agreement on most of these

points, A certain number of them were subject to reservations, and

consideration of these matters will be carried on at a later date.

Committee V was entrusted with the complex task of determin-

ing the status of the new ITO, of defining its competence and

powers and of outlining the scope of its future activities. The

results achieved, though incomplete, are notewerthy, since an

agreement on principle dealing with a draft charter of the

Organisation was reached. Various matters however still remain

pending; they include the exact tabulation of the purposes of the

ITO, the number and determination of the special duties of

various Committees and the serious problem of voting within the

Executive Committee and the Conference. With reference to this

lest question., the finding of an agreement formula capable of

reconciling the principle of the equality of all nations with the

necessity of ensuring the effective and fruitful activity of the

ITO will devolve on the representatives of the countries, at

their Second Meeting.

11.a
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Finally, the various principles of the Charter will have to

be harmonized particularly with a view to defining the internal

power of decisien of the ITO in disputes, and in the settlement of

differences between countries with reference to external solutions,

such as arbitrage and appeal to the International Court of Justice.

It is obviously difficult at the present time to submit a

final report on our werk since, as I have said, it is not yet

completed. To be sure in order to reach agreement, the basic text

has had to be rendered more supple and the regulations less rigid,

particularly in matters concerning trade policy proper. Does this

imply recession? I do not think so.The rules of trade policy

must not be regarded as an end in themselves but as a means to

achieve a higher aim, which is the development of world economic

prosperity. Now it is certain that great progress has been made

along these lines by concrete proposIs concerning employment, the

development of new countries, assistance to be rendered countries

affected by the war. In general, the scope of economic collabora-

tion is extended by the re-adjustments proposed by the Committee

and this cannot but assist in the attainment of the aims pursued

by us all.

Our work, as it stands, will be reconsidered in the course of

a second meeting which will take place in Geneva on the 8th April,
1947. In the interval, questions left in abeyance and those on

which agreement has not been reached, will have time to mature.
The governments will then be able to discuss them anew, and in the

light of further consideration, propose new soulutions.

Furthemore, the work of the second meeting will be greatly

facilitated by that of a Drafting Committee which will meet on the

2Oth January and will draw up draft texts for cluuses where agree-

ment has been reached and prepare. alternative texts for all the

others.
Mereover, it is hoped that during this Second Meeting, the

member states of the Interim Committee, in accordance with the

proposal of the United States Government which was approved by the

Committee, will open negotiations. to reduce tariff barriers and
12.
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suppress discrimination. This will be the most important attempt

over made in this field and, if successful, it will bring about

stabilisaticn of the tariff status relating to trade dealings among

tho principal economic powers of the world. Such a move would

supplement the Charter, rendering it practical and giving full

scope to its powers.

After the Second Meeting, the Committee will have cleared

the way for the International Conference on Trade and Employment

which will give its work a definitive form. Many events will take

place between now and then andsome of our plans will doubtless

undergo change . Already, however, we have achieved this result;

the important economic powers of the world, convinced that sterile

struggle is useless, have determined to co-operate in creating a

prosperous and happy world.

With these optimistic and confident words, I should like to

end my statement. (Applause).

Gentlemen, various delegations have asked for the floor,

in order to give us their opinions and impressions of the

results of our work. I shall call upon the various delegates

following alphabetical order.

I shall begin with Mr Coombs, the head of the Australian

Delegation.

13.
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MR. COOMBS (Australia) Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee may

recall that in the opening statement which I made to this

Committee on behalf of the Australian delegation I outlined five

basic principles which it seemed to us should be embodied in the

work of this Conforence. They may recall also that the statement

of those five principles followed a statement by the leader of the

United States delegation of also five principles which his

delegation believed fundamental. They were different, at least in

emphasis, and to a considerable degree in content. I am very happy

to say that the Australian delegation feels that the fiive principles

upon which our approach to this question was based are in fact

embodied in the work of the Conrference, and I am also pleased to

say that I believe it has been possible to achieve that result

without impairing to any significant extent the five principles

stated by the United States delegation, and that/I believemay well

be the experience of other delegations.

It is, I consider, an achievement of considerable importance.

Out of this Conference has come a set of Reports in which the

area of agreement is so largo as to be dull enough to delight Mr.

Wilcox's hart. I would like to say, however, that dull as the

result may be in its absence of dissension, the process of arriving

at it has to me and to my delegation been one of the most exciting

experienceswe have had. Twice in our generation the world has

been plunged into catastrophe, once in the depression and once in

the war,by forces which to ordinary people appeared as irrational

and as unpredictablc and beyond- human control as the catastrophies

of nature. These two major catastrophies are not unrelated.

There is no doubt in our minds that the seeds of the war were

sown in the depression, and that the future peace of the world

depends upon our capacity to build world which is economically

sane and which is progressing steadily towards better standards

of life and greater justice.

Since those catastrophies I believe real progress has been

14.
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madc, to a greater oxtont than ever before, particularly .ithin

the field of individual economics The economic setting in which
men andwomen must live their lives is becoming a matter within
human control. To me this Conforence is important because it

continues that process and it continues it in a field where most

progress is necessary in the international field. I believewe

have participated hero in one of the many battles in the longe

struggele of humanknowledge and human co-operation against

.ignorance, prejudice and fatalism.We have contributed, l fool
to the development Of a world inwhich the lives and

happiness of ordinary people .will no longer be at the morcy of

blind economic forces, but bewillbe such that the conditions of life

-ill be within the capacity of man to determine, subject only to

the limits sot by the resources of nature and the capacity of

human knowledge and labour.

The task of achieving this will not be casy. Our ignorance

is very great and the problem complex. There is no doubt that

we shall make mistakes, possibly tragic ones, but our feet are

on the road and there is hope ahead. For me and for my delegation
I would say that it has been a privilege to be associated in

taking these first stops.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. (Applausc).

-THECHARIMAN: I thank Mr. Coombs for his statement. I call upon

the hcad of the Belgium-Luxembourg delegation.

MR. KERCHOVE (Belgium-Luxeimbourg) (Translation) : Mr. Chairman, the

Belgo-Luxembourg Delegation notes with satisfaction that its

desire to offer constructive co-operation in the work of the

Proparatory Committee of the Conference on Trade and Employment

has been most sympathetically received by the other delegations.

we may well hope that there will result from our work an

instrument of multilateral contract, all-embracingandeffective,

worthy of ultimate acceptance by all nations. The Belgo-Lixombourg
15.
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Economic Union long ago demonstrated its faith in plurilateral

trade agreements, by the part it played before the war in the

agreementsnegotiatedat Osloand Ouchy. Thatagreementofa

group of economicpowers, inspired by an equal determination to

forego policies of economic self-sufficiency and to promote

mutual trade, formed, as is well known, the first experiement

in the sort of agreement that has occupiedus for the last six

weeks.

I should like to indicate, in theformof a short analysis

of theworkofthefiveCommittees,theextentand the

significance of the adherenceof Belgo-Luxombourg Delegation

to the agreedtexts.

Committee on Employment: Before thewar the various

employment policies were mainly social in characterand operated

within the national framework. I am not engaging in criticism

or controversy when I state that the attempts at a solution,

and the remedies propoced and applied,were incapable of

curing the ill; today, within the Proparatory Commission, a

wider, more just and more objective view prevails.Theachievement of full employment
.ls
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The achievementof full employmentappears no longer as the result of

economic prosperity, but above all as one of its actermining factors, an

thusdemandsfromthoseinauthorityinevery country the broadest and

most intelligent consideration.

The Conference has aimedfurther;it wishes to transpose the question

on to the only plamon which a solution is possible, the only plane where a

solution can be found consonant with the prosperityof individual countries

as well as with that of the whole international economic community.

Indeed,whether it be a question of young countries or of countries

already industrially developed, it is now clear thatfull employmentcanonly

be realised if the effective world demandincreases steadily, and if the

various long or short termeconomic policies are co-ordinated in a practical

manner.

The Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union is fully aware that approval of the

aims of the Committee on Employment must not and cannot be limitedto an

agreement with the draft proposed, but must include the determination to

co-operate continually in the undertaking.

However, the Economic Union has made a point of warning the Committee

against the dangersthat would arise from too precise undertakings that

could not be fulfilled However much we may co-ordinate our efforts, it is

imrobable that we shall beableto suppress entirely the alternation of

periods of prosperity and wellbeing with periods of depression or smaller

effective demand, and the committee has acted wisely in recommending the

governments concerned to provide for these cycles by reserving, for times of

crisis, a seriou of measures designed to minimuze the effects of a depression

andtolimit its duration.

With regard to the Joint Committee on Industrial Development, the

Belgian Delegation welcomes the introduction into the Charter of a new chapter

dealing with economic development. The nationstoday engaged in a praiseworthy

effort to Civersify their economic equipment, to provide their population with

modern machinery or to rebuild an economy devastated by the war, will be

sensible of the breadth of vision of therpeoples s propared to help them by

facilitatin- the lone term accomplishment of that task within the framework

of the Charter.

weare convinced that the young countries will make reasonable use of the17



system of privilopes andexceptions, which enablers themto limit the effect of

international competition on their economics. In ouyr vies, no country should

make use fo such a weepen to try to evadethe olligations whichresult from

worldeconomic soliderity. We firuly believe, ont eh contrary, that they will

devote themselves, under the wise guidance of the ITO, to ensurebythis means,
a harmonious expansion of world trade,by assigning to each country its share
in the chain of responsibilities, spread out evera period oftime,for develop-
ment andutilisation ofthe resources of the world. May theyoung countries

profitby the experience of countris like our own, which have been able to

achieve a high degree of industrialisation without closing their doors to the

trade of other nations. After twohundred years of industrialisation we are

qualified to state today that the industrial developmentof a nationis as

compatiblewith freedom of exchange as it is with the acceptance of heavy

responsibilites in the sphere of international trade.

Committee II. The new draft textproposed for Chapter IV deals with

generalcommercial policy, particularlythese Articles relating to most-

'favoured-nation treatment, tariff reductions, thecliminaiton of preferences

and quantitative restrictions, and the provisions relating to urgent and unfore-

seen cases. This delegation is of theopinion that the amendments madein the

new text relative to these questions will meet the many objections raised in the

course of discussion. This delegation is convinced thatthese alterations

are of a kind to strengthenmutual confidence between members as well as to

create confidence in the future International Organisation .It believes then.

now to give the Charter full paly in ensureing the exeansion of world trade.

This delegation expresses the hope that the nogotiatioons arranged for the

spring will lead to the full realisation of this objective, thanks to sub-

stantial reductions in high tariff rates.

Generally speaking,the provislome oftheCharter relating to customs.

and allied questions, as they were interpreted or amended by the Committee,

do not run counter to essential Belgianprinciples,nor to the guiding

principles of the future Netherlands-Belgium-Luxembourg CustomsUnion.

However, although agreement has been reached in many cases, on other points,

as was to be expected, it has not been attained. As theArticlesappear at

present, they are evidently inspired by a desire to movetowards freer

conditions of trade. The Belgian Delegation is pleased that in several



cases it has been able to secure improvements allowing the national system

of control wider scope than under the scheme oriinally envisaged. When

need arose wedid not hesitatetomakeexpress reservations, but we are happy

to say thaton all main points we have been able to agree

At this point I should drawattention tothe proposal, made on the initiative

of the French Delegation, that the ITO should take over the international

organisation forcustoms tariffs at present working in Belgium, and give it a

wider field of action, so that therewould be apermanent office in Brussels

responsible for the collection, analysis and publicationof the rules and

regulationsgoverninginternational trade, and for providing corpartive rulings
on given points.

Committee III has shown spirit of great understainding in its work,

coupled with a unanimous desire to work out a construtivedraft.Thisdraft

is intendedto prevent the efforts made by the various statesto achieve the

aims of the Organisation being jeopardized by the machinations of commercial

enterprises which would take advantage of the preponderant influence they might

have gained over international commerce, eitherindividually or as a result of

some agreement.

The agreement given unreservedly by the Belgian-Luxembourg Delegation to

this principle also applies to theprocedure laid down which, whilegivingan

importantruleto the International Oraganisation, at the same timeontruststhe

state concerned with the largest share in control measures, investigations,

decisions and repressive measures, and is designed toavoid all conflict with

any national legislation.

The work of Committee IV has resulted in an almostentirely newdraft of

Chapter IV of the Charter. The present text which, with slightreserva-

tions, has receivedthealmostunanimous approval of the delegations present,

meets the main requirements of the BelgianDelegation which is respoinsible on

the one hand for upholdingthe interests of the home country, mainly a con-

sumer of primary commodities, and on the other hand, the interests of the

colonies, mainly producers of raw materials. A satisfactory balance has been

achieved between provisions intended to protect the consumer and those aiming

at safeguarding the interests of the producers.

Committee V. Considerable results have been achieved by the Committee for

Organisation. They have, in fact, drawn up a draft constitution for the now

Organisation. Several questions, however, have been left in abeyance. I shall
15.



merely mention the question of the voting procedura in thc Executivc Board and

in the Conference, in view of the particular importace of this matter and the

impossibilityof reconciling the opposing opinions.

The Belgian andNetherlandsDelegations havesuggested as a compromise that

the principle of equalvotes beadopted within the various committeesof the ITO

and that permanent seats on the ExecutiveCommittee be allotted to theeconomic

powers that play a leading part in international trade.

Furthermore,the Netherlands, French and Belgian-DuxembourgDelegations

have submitted tothe Secretariat of this Committee a proposal to amend Article

76 in such a manneras to widden thescope of the provisions relating to powers of

arbitration andto the competence of the International Court of Justice, in the

interpretation and the settlement of any disputes that mightarise.

The BelgianDelegation hopes that these proposals will receive careful

consideration from the DraftingCommitteethatwillreview our work.

In conclusion, it will be seen that, subject to some reservations on

certain particular points, theBelgian-Luxembourg Delegation heartily concurs

with the texts which are to lu submittedtothe Plenary Committee.

Nevertheless, it should. not be inferred from this generalagreementto the

suggested Charter, as it will be drawn up in NewYork, that we consider we are

nearing the andof our task or are within sight of our goal.

It is obvious that much ground has still tobe coveredbefore the hopes

arising from the admirable leadgiven by the government of theUnited States

and the resolution of the Economic and Social Council can approach realisation.

This realisation does nt depend, even in themain, on the Charter itself,

its provisions, its text or its spirit. It must arise out of world public

opinion andthe growing convictionof the duty, whichhas devolved on our

generation, to see that the principles of solidarity shall prevail over agoism

both int he social field and in the economic field proper.

with this and in view, it is important that propaganda, both alertand
skilful, shall arouse interest in our work among the economic circles in all
countries, whether represented at this Conference or not, so that, when the
Charter finally comes into force, its provisions maybeknown and their inter-
connections fully realsed.

It must be trulyconsidered, as the words of the Charter so happily
expres it, as a code of progress, as an "ensemble" ofsolomn undertakings
implying an i9rrevocable decision to abandon the errors of thbe past, as the
will to cut short the miseries of the present, the resolve tocreate, in the
light of this double experiment, a new framework worthy of that future which
we all ardently hope for and desire.
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THE CHAIRMAN (interpretation): I think the delegation of Belgium-Luxembourg for his

statement.NowI call upon Mr da silva, the Head of the Brasilian Delegation.

MRDA SILVA (Brazil) (interpretation): MrChairman,the Brazilian Delegation came

here in a spirit of hopeand enthusians for the taks awaiting us, the task,namely,

of helping, in collaboration with the other countries invited by the Economic and

Social Council of the United Nations, to lay the economic foundations of a

lasting peace. beginning hadalready beenmade by theconclusion of monetary,

financial and other agreemnts, in the course of the war. The most important

question still outstandingis no doubt the regulation of internaional trade, that

is to say, the elaboration of an internationalstatutory settlement for the

governance of the world's trade after the war. Our main task in this connection

must be the study of the meansof freeing commerce formthe trammels created

either by Governments or by private monopolies> But the expansion of international

trade is not in itselfan end, but a means tothe true ends, namely, theimprotenment,

equalization and stabilization of the standard of livining of the world's populations.

For the practical attainments of these ends it was necessary that we should not

confine ourselves to worldtrade problemsinthe stricter sense of the expression.

Wewere led accordingly to consider in addition the problem of unemployment , the

problem of the stabilization of raw :material markets, and,above al, theproblem

of the industrialisation of less highly developed countries and of countries whose

development has been arrested or set back as a consequence of the war. We are

-ratified to note that the countries here assenbled have all, without exception,

recognized the interdependence of these problems, and the consequences resulting

from the existence of profound differences in the economic structure of the

different countries. It is only right, I think, to emphasize the importanceof

that consideration. It means that, on the one hand, there has been a more realis-is-

tic conception of international trapre -oblemwhile, , on the other hand, a

number pof racticalestps havee ben discussed with a wvie givingto effect to that

conception. Teeeehasebecnreadiness to ao accept, as being in thinterestssts of all,

a policy general al economic collaboration of -angible and continuous ous nature,

over and aeovheelh action eakcn undexisting en ccmnonic agreements weenroc nations.

The final result of our labours will accordlngLe bc an intational n.L statutory

settlement, whiwill il not be concerned solewy vith tworld's&' draLe, bwt WilI
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regulateinternational economic collaboration in many important fields. It was

not possible, nor was it necessary, to arrive at definitive forms. Six weeks are

a very short time for the solution of the important aproblems and the Economic and

Social Council very properly decided,in accordancewith the suggestions of the

United States, to distribute the work evertwo sessions of the preparatory Committee ,

and one Session of a Drafting Committee,before summering the Plenaryn International

Conference. Apart fromthye draftingofthe statutorysettlement, there is another

task awaiting us at oursecondsatheirngnamely, tariff engotiations. That is a

practicalstep, which should inausurate the new international economic policy,

even before the adoption of its fundemental statutory settlement. We trust that

these neptiations will yield positiveresults without excessive delay,inspite

of the novelty and the difficulties of the proposed procedure. They will do so, if

in the course of the negotiations thefundmentalprinciples of the our future statutory

settlement are bornein mind, principles of fairnessandofjustice, and recognition

of the varying requirements ofthe different countries. In takingleave ofour

colleagues of the other delegation,s we desire to thank then forthe spiritof

comprehension displayed, which hasfacilitatedthe work of us all; and we express

a wish that we may be able at cur future meetingsto continuethis collaboration,

which has had so satisfactory a beginning,inthe interestsof our countries and

of humanity.

THE CHAIRMAN (interpretation): I thank Mr daSilva. I now call upon Mr Robertson,

of the Canadian Delegation..

MR ROBERTSON (Canada): Mr Chairman, in the absence of Mr Hector McKinnon and

his :colicagues who have borne the heat and burden of the day, it is my privilege

to say a few words on behalf of the Canadian Delegation.

Now that the Conference is coming to an end, I think it is possible for

the real workers to look back over the work of the past six weeks with considerable

satisfaction.- When the Conference, opened, many felt that if it succeeded only in

conducting a preliminary reconnoitre of the steps which wouldhave tobe taken

before an International Trade Organization could be set up, it would not have been

a failure. The problems to be solved were sp complex, and the economies of the

various countries represented weere so diverse, that is scomed unreasonable to

expect much greater progress then that. In the upshot, the main problems have
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been explored, anda wide area of preliminary agreement has been reached between

delegations. Our Governments will newhave beforethem agreed drafts of many

articles of a trade charter, we turn over to the Interim Drafting Committee a

wealth of concrete proposals. Differences, of ourse, remain. But after the

through discussions which have taken palce here, it shouldbe much easire to

compose them whenthe Committee meetsat Geneva. This wide measureofagreement

on the official levelappears allthe more gratifying when account is taken of

the varying economic situations in which the countries represented here find

themselves. Some of them have been devastatedby the war;others have escaped

unravaged. Some of them are rnature industrial economics, anxious to find ex-

panded markets for their manufactures; others are under-developed industrially,

and wish to diversify and increase their industrial production. Some of then

beliieve in wide schemes of government ownership ofindustry; others put more

reliance on the initiative of private enterprise. Out of this diversity might

well have come merely confusion of tongues and confusion of counsels. Thatinstead

there has emerged such widepreliminary agreemnt is a tribute to thegood will

and hard work the delegates. Even more, itis a confirmation of the fundamental

attachment of the Governments represented hrer to the purposes for which this

Conference was called. Differences rain over emphasis nad methods; but all are

agreed that governments must take concerted action to freethe channels of trade

and to maintain high and stable level of employment. If we can create an

institutional structure to outlaw those practices which: have had such harmful

effect on world trade in the past, and to settle recurring commercial difficulties,

we will have done muchto rid the peoples of the world of the fear of insecurity,

want and unomployment. All countries are affected by changes in the volume and

patternof world trade my own country not least of all. We must see to it

that such trade is expanded as much possible. If goods can be made to pass

freely andin god volume through the arteries of international trade, this

lively current willultimately have tonic offect on the fortunes and wellbeing

of individuals all over the world. For the success which has been achieved already,

Mr Chairman, the Canadian Delegation feel that you have been in no small measure

responsible. Yourexperience and unfailing courtesy have been constantly

23.
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at the service of the Conference, and have helped it over many difficulties. we

are alsoindebted to the hospitelity of the United KingdomGovernment, which

has done so much for the comfort and convenience of the delegates. Wewould

like to pay a special tribute to theinitiative of the United States Delegation

in presenting tothe Conference sucha carefully prepared draft chjarter for its

consideration. The Canadion Delegation also wisees to associate itslef with

the appreciation already voiced of the services rendered by the International

Secretariat.

We have made a good start. But much still remains tobe accomplished,

and I am sure that there is no one here who is in danger of falling into complacency.

The Canadian Delegation take the preliminaryagreement whichhas been reached here

as a goodauzury for final success when we cotinue oru worknextyear.

the chariman (interpretation): I thank MR Robertsonforhis speech. I now call upon

Mr Bianchi, the ambassador of Chile.

MR BLANCHI (Chile): Mr. Chairman, the Chilean Delegation has followed with agreat

satisfaction the deliberations of this preparatory Conference of Trade and Employ-

ment, during which the representatives of seventeen countries have, with efficiency

and entire frankness, exchangedpoins of view on the manyeconomic problems,

the importance of which no one will deny. In accordance with the statement I made

in one of the first Plenary Sessions of this Conference, the Chilcan Delegation

has endeavoured to cooperate in every possible wayin teh discussions which have

taken plac,e tryingto make clearthe situation of countries which, like our own,

are in the initial stages of economicdevelopment and which, for this reason,

have not yet been completely and efficiently absorbed into international trade.

In general, our Delegation has been -preoccpied with ensuring that the Conference

should give adequate consideration to the main object of the future World Con-

.crence as set out by the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations in its

Reselution of the l8th February last, namely, the increase of production and the

exchange and consumption of goods, and not merely limit itself to the study of

how to climinate present hindrances to world trade. We have made clearthat
the climination of any qualitative or quantitative hindrances ts international

trado Must be allied wiith questions of productive capacity and balance of payments.
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as those obstacles, at least in Chile, arise out of necessity and only

when such necessity is removed willit be possible to climinate the ob-

stacles resulting therefrom. . It îs for this reason that the Chiloan

Delegation proposed tocarnestly the inclusion in the Charter of a. Chapter

on Industrialization. The Chapter finally approved,while it does not

entirely satisfy us, isa great step forward, although we should have preferred

it to bemorecocise and were, in fact, prepared toformulate even more

concrete proposals than those originally put forward. We fully appreciate

the immense difficulties in the way of reconciling the many diverse points

of ivewon this matter and arriving at an agreement sufficiently elastic

to include them all, and at the same time concise enoughtto make the agreement

something more than a meredeclarationofopinion. We hoep that work will

continue along these lines, and that shortly the function of the different

organisations of economic cooperation created by the United Nations willbe
brought into harmonly, onablingthem to carry out their tasks an

efficient andwell coordinated manner. In this way,the causes which have

obliged many countries toadoptrestrictive measures which hinder the free

expansion of international trade end the velfareofpeoples,wouldberemoved,

25.
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With the object of ensuring frank and ample Consideration of all

problemswithwhichthisConference must deal, the Chilean Deleaction

has also endeavouredto see that otherquestions which mightperhaps

be considered ingreaterdetail or more competently at otehr Conference

shold not be forgotten, sincethey arealso closely interwoven with the

main matters dealt withby the present Conference,for example, the

problem ofservices. INthe opinion of thisDelegation,the general
and comprehensive terms embodied incertain Chapters of the American

Charter seen more appropriate thanthe new proposals put forward by

other Delegations.

Another guiding prlnciple of the Chilean Delegation has beenthat

the problems confronnting the smallnations as well as the great should

be considered ona footing of absolute equality. The Delegation is

gratified to note that among the exceptions to themost-favoured-nation
clause, the exceptïons in force between neighbouring countries are

recognised as being included.As a result, chile will be able to

negotiate the elimination of this exception from her agreements, as

father countries. will do with similar exceptions.

Inspired by the same principle, our Deleation has not accepted

new proposals tending to alter the equality of votingwithinthe

International Organisationwhilemaycomeinntobeingformthese delib-

erations. WithregardtoStaetrading-a matter ofsome importance

today, whenalargenumberofenterprises are,to a greater or lesser

degree, of that type - the Chilean Delagation has clearlysetoutits

view that such enterprisesshouldenjoythesame liberties and advan-

tagas as those of a private character, In so far as commercial consid-

crations are concerned,

In view of the economic structure of our country and the nature

of our foreign trade, similar, moreever, to that of many other South

American countries - based on the export of two or three primary

products - the Chilean Delegation has requested that consideration

should be given to the provision of asafeguard with respect to the

grave problem of the cost of raw materials.

With regard to the question of full employment", our Delegation.
wishes to record ts satisfaction that the principle of raising the
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standard of living ofthe working-classeshasbeen considered, a

point to whichI had pleasure in referring at one of the inaufural
meetings of thisConference.

I remember that some days ago I agreed to speak for a few minutes

only, .and so I will conclude by sayingthat i wish the interin

draftingcommitteeevery success in thetask entrusted toit, which

will complete the work begun in London - work in whichthespirit

of collaboration animating all delegations and the most adporable

sense of justice andn the dynamic personality of the President,

Monsieur Max Suetens, haveplayedthe most imporant part. (Applause.)

THE CHAIRMAN (interpretation): I wish to thank M.Blanchi for his speech,

and I row callupon Mr, wunsz King, Ambassador of China.

WUNSZ KING (China).. Mr Chairma, the conclusion of our labours at

this stage marks a milestone on our long journey ofthepreparation

of a draft instrument for the future International Conference on Trade

and Employment, Nobody would expect that we, of the seventeen, diff-

erant economies, world have no difficultywhatsoeverinfinding a

commonandcomplexsystem of highway codeapplicable to different ways

of traffic and that we would reach our destination by one hop.

Differences of opinion, differences of emphasis, differences of

approach, there were bound to be. In spite of all these however, a

large measure of agreement has been reached on a number of important
issues

We have realised that to expand international tracde positive

measures are as Important as, if not more important than, the

negative ones, We are all agree" that to maintain an all-round

effetive demandfor goods and services, industrial development,

particularly in the less developed countries, will be as important

a contribution as the premotionof full and productiveemployment

policy adtheeliminationoftradebarriers. In giving effect to

these, principles not only doweowetoourownpeoplea great

responsibility for material. advancement, but we owe to each other a

mutual responsibility for promoting the general well-being of the

peoples of the world.
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I am happy to say that in our deliberations we have placedequal
cmphasis on individual measures, as well as onoffectiveinternational

action forthe premetionof an expading world aconomy.

We have also recognisedthe imperative need for nathig this code

of interational commercial rekatuibs adaotable notonly to the

existig economic structure, out also to the future trends of

economic development.

If weare of one mind as totheprinciples whichwe would like to

see applied for shert-term as well as long-term problems, Iventure

to hope that the success ofthe proposed International Trade Organisa-
tion in the future is assured I need not remindtheConferencethat

weare oly called upon to do the preparatorywork which is of a

technical nature, and I thinkis right to assume that what we have
discussed will have to be reviewed by our respective governments.
Whenwe re-assemble next Spring, inspired bythe spirit which has

been manifested in this meetig and guidedby theconsidered opinions

of our goverments adthe public, we maybe ready to finda common

basis on certain questions on which we have not been able to reach

agreemet, or whichwehavehadno time to discusshere i detail.
What is more, we shall then be able; I hape to attempt a new inter-

national experiment in tariff negotiations which will certainly prove

to be a complicated task.

We of the Chinese delegation beliveve that intrade matters as in

many other related matters, the success of bilateral or multilateral

discussion or negotiatiosrelating theretocan be made possible only

if an attempt is made to regulate these matters onthe principle of

reciprocity and in a spirit of mutual helpfulness.

My remarks, however, will be incompleteif I donot record our

sincere appreciation of the tact, sagacity and other outstanding
qualities with which our Chairmahas guided us through the fruitful
discussions of a very complicatedproblem.Weare equally grateful

to all the delegates who have shown great understanding ofeach others'

problems. We are proud to have ahighly able and competent Secre-
tariat, under the guidaceoftheExecutiveSecretary, who have
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contributted in no small measure to the resulted we have obtained.

I think all my colleagues will agree with me if I say howmuch we owe

to the host government for their kind hospitality. Last, but not

least. I would add a word ofa appreciation for the services rendered
by the Interpreters. (Applause.)

THE CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I would like to thank the Ambassador

Mr Wunsz King for his speech, and I now call upon Mr. de Blanck,

Minister of Cuba.

Mr. G. de BLANCK (Cuba): Mr Chairman, the Cuban DeIegation wishes to

express publicly its recognition of the competence and discretion

with which the Chairman of the Preparatory Committee and the Chairman

of the various Committees and Subcommittees which have carried out

the work of this Conference have discharged their respectivetasks.
Cuba also desires to record equally its appreciation of the cordial

conduct and collaboration with our Delegation on the part ofeach and

every one of the Delegates and Advisers of the seventeen nations here

represented. And we do not wish to miss this opportunity of publicly

expressing our gratitude to the authorities of the United Kingdom,
to the officials in London of the United Nations and to other persons

and organisations for the kindness and officiency with which they have

contributed to making the time spent by our Delegation in this city

an enjoyable occasion.

It can be said that the work which has been done here has been

carried on in an indisputable atmosphere of comprehension of the

problems pecullar to each country, and of collaboration towards the

pertinent solution of those problems, within the framework of the

fundamental objective which has brought us here together, of drafting
the constitution of an international organisation, which being above

but not ignoringthe economic peculiarities of each country, will

establish adequate regulations for an extensive commercial intercourse

between the nations of the world.
The Cuban Delegation appreciates with satisfaction the fruits

of our labour and views with optimism the final objectives which we

all pursue, In the course of our deliberations the solution of

many problems of fundamental importance for our country have been
29.
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left pending, but in the final documents which havebeen elaborated,

the solutions of many oother problemsof importance for Cuba's

economy havebeen embodied.

It has been a satisfaction to my country to see that emphasis

has been given in the Charter to the problems of enployment.

International trade is not an and in itself, but one of the means of

showing, through an expansion in its volume, the increase of

production and of the opportunities of employment in each country.
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We have noted that what is important, in order that the economy
of each country and the sum total of world economy may reflect

the true welfare of nations, is that the benefits of production

and of wealth shall be shared to their maximum extent by these

who work to secure them. Cuba has seen with satisfaction that

her carnest desire to establish the general principle of raising

the standards of living of the labouring classes and of climinat-

ing the sub-standard conditions of labour have been incorpornted
in the Chapter on Employment in the International Trade Charter.

It could not have been otherwise, for how could the democratic

nations/here represented be opposed to considering as an

obligation for the world what already constitute an obligation

for their own peoples?

We have appreciated the capital importance, as a part of

the regulation of international trade, that commodities be

offered in the world markets free from the unfair competition

of having been produced by the exploitation of human labour.

The small number of reservations whichafor delegations have

made on this point have been due to doubted in regard to the

jurisdiction of the I.T.O. in this aspect, and not to opposition
to the general principle, which, to the satisfaction of our

progressive sentiments, has been unanimously accepted at this

Conference.

The establishment of the I.T.O. could not imply the

freezing of the present: economic position of the various

countries of the world. Some nations have fully attained their

maturity in economic matters, but many others are, however, in

the carly stages of their development. The regulatory principles

of the I.T.O. could not be inflexibly the same for countries at

different economic levels. Our purpose could not be to stop

the diversification of production in the world, but, on the

contrary, to increase it to its maximum in every corner of the

globe. For this reason, we can point to the Chapter in the
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Charter dealing with Economic Development as the most important

fruit of our work. It is an initial attempt, from the internation-

alpoint of view, to grapple with the specific problems of

countries in the carly stages of economic development, and,

consequently, could not be wholly successful. Much remains to

be done in this matter, but it is only just to recognize that

the Preparatory Committee has taken the first steps towards the

solution of this problem.

Nations which have attained full development can face the

international economy of free competition which we are trying to

organize in conditions of maturity such that, if we do not

guarantee to thosenations which have not yet attaincd this

condition of full maturity the use of the same means employed

by the former in the course of their economic history, the

economy of the latter would be placed under a permanent handicap.

The intensification and diversification of their industries

and agriculture is the only means which they possess of solving

the problems of employment and of increasing the purchasing power

of their peoples. Such means do not hinder, but, on the contrary,

increase the possibiliities of international trade. Nations which

have reached economic maturity should consider the advisability

of granting the countries which are in the carly stages of

economic development a froc hand to achieve this object.

The Cuban Delegation is pleased at the realistic and

practical criteria which the Preparatory Committee have applied

to the problems emanating from the existence of special commercial

relations between various countries.

Cuba reiterates her confidence in the final success of our

labours, and with special interest wishes to record, in

conclusion, its recognition of the prompt and co-operative

attitude of the Delegation of the United States of America in

endeavouring to reach solutions of harmony, for on its shoulders

have rested the greatest tasks of the Conference, since it was

the Government of the United States who submitted for our
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consideration the basic document for thework of this

Conference. (Applause).

THE CHAIRMAN (Interpretation) : I would like to thank the Cuban

Ambassador for his speech, and I now call upon Mr. Kunosi, of

the Czechoslovak Delegation.

MR.KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman, in the nameof the

Czechoslovak Delegation I would like above all to say how much

we have appreciated the way in which the British Government has

greeted us, and how much London, once again, .has proved to be an

exceptionally suitable place for difficult and important inter-

national negotiations, where its atmosphere of balanced compromise

is so indispensable.

After some weeks of hard and serious work, it seems to me

that a possible basis of international agreement is emerging

and we may hope that after our proposed second session in Geneva

we shall be able to present the Conference of all the United

Nations with the draft of an acceptable and workable instrument.

I think itemerged quite clearly in our discussions that it

is not possible, and that in any case it is too carly to be

dogmatic about principles and/methods which are likely to prove

the most fruitful in achieving that measure of economic

collaboration which we all need and desire in order to increase

the volume of world trade. Here I think it is worth mentioning

that the United States Delegation, after putting forward definite

proposals, approached our problems with a none the less open

mind and in a spirit of conciliation concerning the problems

which interest us.

Czechoslovakia is the only State from central and castorn

Europe taking part in these discussions and in a way its needs and

legitimate ambitions are typical of, even though not identical

with thse of the countries in that region of the world.

Mr. Chairman, we shall leave this Conference with the feeling
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that if international trade/policiesin the world have to be

reduced to a code of law which is to be enforced by sanctions,

then full account must be taken of the actual situation and

problems of the nations whichwere not represented. We see all

the difficulties of this task, especially in a period where we

all have to experiment withour own domestic economic problems,

but I should likehere to emphasize that we have started in the

right spirit, and shall - provided we continue in a sympathetic

and realistic fashion to try to dispose of the problems - in due
course be able to evoIve a truly democratic and effective set of

rules which will be inthe interest of all the democratic

nations and of world peace.

We in Czechoslovakina have not practised in the past, nor do

we intend to practise in the future, economic nationalism or

protectionist policy, therefore my Government is willing to

contribute to the reduction and gradual elimination of an number

of trade barriers, but we emphasize, nevertheless,and will go

on doing so, that the ways and means bywhich this end should

be internationally achieved, should be chosen with due regard
to the policy of safeguarding full employment, raising the

standard of living of the different nations, annd espocially

bearing, in mind the burning problems of economic reconstruction

in the countries exploited for long years by Nazi Germany.

weshould not therefore forget, in the name of any theory,

that our main object is to increase the volume of international

trade in the interestof raising the standard of living of the

large masses ofworking people everywhere weshould not

conscquently exclude methods which are appropriate to serve this

and so far as they are fair and not in contradiction to our moral

standards in the international field. So far as Czechoslovakia

is concerned, we feel that we have made our contribution in

this session and we shall continue this co-operation,assuming
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that dueregar is paid to our problems of economic recovery.

Mr. Chairman, we are grteful to have found, on the part of

all the Delegations present here,a great measureof understand-

ing for our thesis that it is a first duty to ourselves and to

the international community to direct all our efforts in this

post-war period to overcoming the handicaps created by the wap

andNazi exploitation. we have asked for, and to a great extent

havebeenaccorded, a transitional period for the convalesocnce

of our economy and now,inn this public sussion, I should like to

repeat that this transitional period will be shorter or longer

according to the degree of understanding and amount of help we

shall receive fromthose States which have notbeenoccupied by

the enemy.

Mr. Chairman and colleagues, I feel that I cannot end

without commentingon one point which wehavebeenmost

insistent all through the session, and o which it has been found

that it is advisable to postpone a decision. This is the point of

relationship betweenthe membersof the organization and the

countries outside it. Webelieve/that this is one of the most

important problems, and on the right solution of it depends to a

very great extent the success of/ourwhole undertaking. I believe

there is no doubt that on the largest participation ofthemembers

of the united Nations in the International Trade Organization,

depends the measure of success of our negotiations hereand in

Goneva as well as that of the future International Trade Organiza-

tion. In proparing the Charter, we should never lose sight of

this point.

Wesubmint/that if, in preparing the Charter, due regard is

paid to the different economic structures as well as to the

different degrees of economic development of the various

countries, itis this which will, in our opinion, most effectively
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facilitate participation in the Trade Organization by the
largest number of countries.

We have found in this session that we have a common and in

view; to raise the standard of living of theworking people

everywhere through increased and mutuallyavantageous exchange of

goods, and to consolidate the peace through economic

collaboration. But to achieve it we must all be prepared to

modify our policies and practices in the interest of expanding

world tradeinwhich we would all participate. (Applause).
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THE CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I would like to thank Mr Kunosi for his speech.

I now call upon Mr Nathan, head of the French delegation.

MRNATHAN (France) (Interpretation): Mr Chairman and gentlemen, it is no doubt

natural for one who has taken part in the work of a Committee to be tempted to

pass a favourable judgment thereon. However, I think no one will contradict me

when I say that all of us have worked very hard. Indeed, we should have been

working too hard if, after so much work, we had not worked to good effect. It

behoves us, therefore, at the end of this session, to ascertain whether we have

made effective progress in the task with which we were contrusted. The answer to

that question will enableus to measure the ground we have already covered, and

try to measure how much remains.

In my view, it is is impossible not to draw heartening impression from the

work of the Sub-Committees. I would even say it is all the more heartening

since the Sub-Committees had to deal with specific and well defined subjects.

I do not want to review in detail the work that led to satisactory results.

As an illustration, I shall merely point but how remarkable it is that we should

be in a position to submit to our Governments a text on steps to be taken to

prevent restrictive business practices, and that this text should have been

unanimously approved when, at the outset of our discussions, the various

countries seemed to beseparated by fundamental differences of opinion.

Once more, I do not want to dwell on particular points, for I am convinced

that the Charter which we have to set up represents a whole, the different parts

of which are interdopendent, and therefore we have to cndeavour to prepare a

balance sheet of our discussions, considered as a whole.

It. is thanks to the initiative of the Unitcd States that we are gathered

here. The intention of the American Government was not only that the intrinsic

unity of the economic world be affirmed but also that the means be defined

whereby this unity, which in theory no one can deny, might be established on a

practical basis.

They meant thereby to have it agreed that goods of a like nature, wherever

they might be produced, are in principle equivalent, and that no distinction

should be made between them excepton grounds of price and quality. In other

words, they wanted, on the one hand, to be excluded considerations which might

be attached to goods on account of their place of origin, considerations which
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might not always be of a specifically economic nature and, on the othor hand, to

set in motion a machinery whose working should be impeded as littile as possible

by problems not solely derived from production and consumption.

M. Alphand, in a speech which he made at the opening of our discussions,

showed that proposals such as those could not but meet, on fundamentaIs, with

the warm support of France. I feel convinced that, in making these proposals,

the American Government was rightly conscious of the fact that the world was

awaiting them.May I just be allowed to add that the world has been awaiting

them for a long tine and that their introduction into the realm of practical

policy would probably have been casier had it been made twenty-five years ago.

Since then, financial insecurity, the lowering of those traditions on which

the activity of the main markets was built, and the war, with its train of physical

and moral suffering, have led to the development of factors which represent so

many obstacles in the creation of that unity of which the world feels both the

need and the reality; a reality, however, which seems to slip from one's grasp,

and a need which can only be satisfied at the expense of exigencies which seem to

arise almost daily.

The work that has to be done in order to achieve the objective which we

have all set for ourselves will be long, and the road we shall have to follow

to roach our goal is fraught with difficulties born of the many diffcrent ills

front which the world has had to suffer since the and of the 1914-1918 war.

Be that as it may, it seems to me that the discussions which have been going

on for the last month show that it is very difficult and probably impossible to

assume that the Charter which we have to draw up might fail to take into account

the very important differences arising from the positions of the various member

states of the United Nations. Every classification does no doubt involve a

certain arbitrariness and must essentially be revised at not too distant intervals.

It appears to me, however, that,from the point of view that we have in this

connection, it might be said that there are at least three categories of states.

First there are those who have reached an advanced stage of economic maturity

and which at the same time enjoy a balance of payments showing a surplus or an

equilibrium one might describe as organic. Secondly there are those states whose

economic development has not, for varying reasons, reached the same degree of
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or less regularly, yet on a level which cannot ic donsidered satisfactory. Lastly,

there are those countries whose economicdevelopment could not, in the still

recent past, bedeemed to be satisfactory, but who have to take up anew a task

which for varying reasons has been interrupted, those same reasons having, to a

greater or lesser extent, affected their balance of payments, which is thus, for

the tire being, out of equilibrium.

On the first category there is nothing to be said. We agree with very many

other nations in thinking that nothingis more important for the development of

international exchange than the efforts which might lead to the full and effective

use of the resources in manpower and raw material of those countries whose economic

life has fallen behind that of other states, which, until now, were in a better

position to take advantageoftheir natural resources and human ingenuity.
It was an effort of this kind that, in the 19th century, led to the improve-

ment of the standards of living. The desire for full employment urges us to

improve on this effort of the nineteenth century, renewing it by recourse to other

methods. That, however, is.a very long and exacting task which will necessitate

the co-operation of all concerned, and above all of countries of the third category
as well as those of the first.

I may be allowed to observe that, for those states who have by a very great

effort to make urp for a limited delay in their economic development, this work will

have the effect of restoring their balance of payments. They ask for nothing

better than to revert as quickly as possible to a livelihood to be ensured by the

product of the sale of goods of interest to the remainder of the world and by

their ability to produce capital. The fact that they have at their disposal an

industrial, agricultural and economic background of long tradition, technicians

immediately available for the work that they are called upon to do, and highly

skilled labour, should rapidly enable them to bring active assistance to the

collective effort.

I do not think there is reason to believe that we are renouncing universal

principles because at the same time we recognise the existence of particular

situations, each giving rise to duties as well as to privileges, none of which

are exactly alike. Concern for the universal principles should lead us to judge

objectively these particular situations and to determine, as it were from an

impersonal standpoint, what precisoly are the privileges and duties these
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situations involve. There car be no doubt that the effect of our discussions

has been to amend in this sense the text prepared before wemet.

Does the new text take sufficiently into account the diversity of these

situations? Does it already posscss sufficient clasticity to allowautonomous

economic developments within the common structure? Only after careful examinz-

tion can we make such a statement. I believe I may say that thanks to the breadth

of vision of those high authorities who were responsible for the drafting of the

original text, agreat step forward has been made. It would perhaps be well if

the diversity of these situations were more explicitly recognised, and if it were

stated at the same time,without the shadow of a doubt, that our objective is a

common one, and though each country may only be able to move towards it at its

own pace, at least the direction should be the same for all.

I myselfbelieve that although it is indeed important, as I have just

explained, that individual situations be taken into account, there can be no

lasting improvement unless those benefiting under justified exceptional treatment

are propared to accept the automatic control exercised by foreign competition

in their home markets. I am convinced that there is no country that has not

more to gain than to lose by takingan increased part in international trade.

On the other hand, it is certainly of the utmost importance that stops.

should be taken to prevent customs frontiers becoming crystallised in their

present shape. The onlarging of customs territories must lead to acceleration

and multiplication of trade relations. If we are to promote this, we must

authorise the intermediate measures which will facilitate it. I am happy to

see that provisions inspired by these requiraments have been introduced into the

Draft Charter, even though only rather timidly.

There is another point to which I would now like to draw your attention.

If it is to be, recognised that, especially at the time of the entry into force

of the Organisation, clasticity shduld be the rule, and the greatest possible

account should be taken of individual circumstances, it is essential that

the Organisation itself should be in a position to institute such inquiries

as would enable it to asscss the somewhat irrcducible essence of those

circumstances. This is what makes the question of the statutes of the

Organisation a matter of particular importance.

In this regard I belivethat valuable experiance has already been gained

through our present discussions. It is absolutely indispensable that the
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the public opinion of all themember states. To this end, it is essential
that the reasons loading to the adoption of these methods, and those which may

result in the recognition of certain exceptions, should be the subject of the

most public discussion. I think you will agree with me when I say that we do not

know one another well enough. A great English political writer stated in a famous

book that no parliamentary government was possible in a country where in every

county it was said of the next, "I don't know anything about it, except that that is

where the beggars come from." This idea, although profound, is absolutely true.

I believe it would be as truc if the sentence were changed to run as follows,

"I don't kow anything about the next county, except that that is where the police
come from." It is therefore necessary, if the International Trade Organisation

is to yield all the results we have the right to expect from it, that each member

country should. know that no other member country is playing the part either of the

beggar or of the policeman. Only public discussion can produce this result.

I believe also that we must add the notion of perfect equality between member

states, which is saying, in effect, that, subject to reconsideration, it seems

to me desirable in the present stageof our discussions to assume that in the I.T.O.

Conference each state will dispose of a single vote. But as soon as it is a

question of setting inmotion economic machinery, nothing is more important than

to ensure continuity of policy and to give the states which play the predominant

part in world trade a true sense of their responsibilities. For this reason, it

seems to me that provision should be trade for permanent seats on the Executive

Board of the Organisation.

There is no doubt that under any regime - and this applies both to national

and to international life - trade is directly affected by politics. This influence

is brought to bear in a thousand ways, some brutal, some subtle to the point of

being almost imperceptible.
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It is to be wondered whether it would be advisableto go on increasing this

influence. In any case, we believe that in determining the relationship

between the I.T.O. and the wider and loss specialized councils, the fact

should be borne in mind that this influencewill always make itself folt,

whatever steps are taken. In the initia^ stage, however, what will be the

duties of the Organisation? It will see to it that each Member State is

provided with indispensableinformation regardingthe position and needs of

all other Member States. This information and the conclusions drawn from it

will be the subject of discussion. That is the very basis of a sort of parlid

mentary system, of a parliament whose duties will consist in making recommen-

dations rather than in cnacting laws. Does that mean that the I. T.O. must

be given no authority? I do not think so. If its authority, however, is to

appear justified and based on reality, decisions whichmight entail sanctions

against or condemnation of one or several Member States should, in a sphere

where laws canonlybeenacted gradually andprobably very slowly, express

the opinion of a body set up in such a way as to climinate the possibility

of anyone thinking that the grounds of such pronouncements conceal certain

interests, whether these be of national concern to certain Member States,

or result fror more or less stabla combinations having achieved a majority.

It is, therefore, in my opinion, essential to crown the structure with a

Supreme Court, which, taking into account the intentions upon which the

I.T.O. is based, wouldrender de facto rather than de jure decisions. Drawin

inspiration from a recent speech of Her Majesty the Queen of England, I

shall say that if the supremacy of the law is to be recognized, then the

law must be the servant and not the tyrant of society. It would seem

that it is due to a combination of the influence of tradition and of the

recognition of the fact that adaptations are necessary, that, what is known

as Common Law in Great Britain, owes its cfficacy and authority. That is one

of the examples which it would be well to ponde. I do not propose, of

course, to give here an outline of what the I.T.O. should be. I only wish

to draw attention to the complexity which will be required in this Organ-

ization. Most of the processes of economic lifeused to consist of a more

or less unconscious gropingtowards a state of balance, never clearly
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defined. Now theseadjustments which come about gradually, and which were

justified or invalidated, but always coorrected in the course of time, are

to be replaced by institutions cmpowered to apply those methods which we

are attempting to makeclear. The passage from reflexto voluntary action

offers grave risks, and always calls for greet precautions. For my part, I

think that the reflex actions which have takenplace in the last twenty-five

years, that is to say, born of poverty and uncertainty, should at least be

corrected, and that this cannot be done unless they are submitted to the

light of conscience. That is why I consider the lead given by the United

States so opportune.

I do not wish to conclude without reiterating my faith in world

unity and in the possibility of a wide measure of international agreement and

cooperation. Often, in reading the Draft Charter, or in listening to our

American colleagues, I have found myself thinking they were inspired by

a concern for logic whichismore usually considered as French; andI have

felt that the appelals to empericism made by mycolleagues of the French Dele-

gatian and myself, and the idea which we have upheld, that account must be taken

of all situations, as well those which have been lost for the moment, as those

which have been gained, could quite well beinspired by that prudence which is

generally ascribed to the Anglo-Saxons.This shows clearly that we are

on common ground which in my opinion our discussions have largely contributed

to define, and therefore we are now far better equipped to start building than

we were a menth ago. The building of the Tower of Babel no longer seemsan

over-ambitious project.

THE CHAIRMAN: (interpretation): I should like to thank Mr Nathan for his speech.

Gentlemen, if you agree, I propose now to adjourn and to resume at

preciscly three o'clock. Ten speakers have spoken this morning.Ten more

speakers have to speak this afternoon. With some luck and good will we can

hope to end by this evening. Therefore, Gentlemen, the meeting is adjourned,

and we will resume at precisely three o'clock.

(The Meetingrose at 12.50)

(For Verbatim Report of Afternoon Session, sec E/PC/T/PV/6)
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